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Season 1, Episode 17
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Pollo Loco



Logan is tipped off by a friend at the morgue to a murder victim with a bar code tattoo on his neck. He tells Max who then investigates. Max reads the bar code to be that of fellow X5 escapee, Ben. However, the murder victim is not Ben. While she is viewing the body, Lydecker shows up to confiscate the body and close the investigation. Max hides. After another body with the same bar code shows up, Max investigates the crime scene. While at the scene, Max has several flashbacks that make it clear to her that the real Ben is re-enacting a traumatic Manticore training exercise where a prisoner was hunted down and savagely murdered. Max herself participated in the exercise. Max remembers Ben had an obsession with a religious icon after a Manticore janitor gave him a card with her image. It looks to be an image of the Virgin Mary, but the young Manticore soldiers call her the blue lady. Max goes to a local church and a priest befriends her. Later, the priest is abducted by Ben, who tatt
Quest roles:
Jensen Ackles(Alec McDowell), Dylan Pearson(Blonde Boy), Fulvio Cecere(Sandoval), Peter Bryant(Bling), Darren Moore(AA Man), Rekha Sharma(Beverly Hing (Coroner)), Robert Floyd, Nana Visitor(Elizabeth Renfro), James Kirk(Young Ben), Jenn Forgie(Clerk at Coroner's Office), Glen Gould(Prisoner), Justin Sain(Pond Man), Judith McDowell(Lady With Rosary)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
24 April 2001, 00:00
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